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,j Fromcurrent_)rojectionsofthcavailabilityofhigh-qualitypetrol,t_cru_eoils# :_i it is becoming incleasi qly pp rent that ti e s cifications for hydrocarbon jet fuels
" ][ L may hav_ to be modified. The preblems that are most likely to be encountered as a re-sult of thesu modifications relate to engine performance, component durability and main-
! tenance, and aircraft fuel-system pe£formance. The effect off engine performance will beI=_ i aeaociated with changes _u specific fuel consumption, ignition at relight limits, at ex-
_i! : _ haust emissions. Durdb±lity and maintenance will be affected by increases in oombustor ;_
.. ¢) liner temperatures, carbon deposition, g_ formation in fuel nozzles, and erosion and
m corrosion of turbine blades and vanes. Aircraft fuel-system performance will be affected
by increased deposits in fuel-system heat exchangers and changes in the pumpability and
flowability of the fuR1. The severity of the potential problems is described in terms of
• the fuel characteristics most likely to change in the future. Recent data that evaluate
! -, -_ the ability of current-technology aircraft to accept fuel specification changes are pre-
|anted, and selected technological advances that can reduce the severity of the problems
are described and discussed.
W
"' XN_BODUCTZON
This paper describes and discusses the propulsion-system problems that will most "
likely be encountered if the s_ecifieations of hydrocarbon-based jet fuels must undergo
! significant changes in _a future and, correspondingly, the advances in technology that '_i will be required to minimzze the adverse impact of these problems.
8{ i Future jet aircraft fuels derived from petroleum or "synthetic" crude stocks such as
ell shale or coal may have significantly different fuel properties than current jet fuels.
,,, The effect of these changes in fuel properties on selected combustion processes are des-
i)_ _ cribed and discussed in reference i. As pointed out in reference i, significant changesin fuel properties may be encountered in the not-too-distant future; the most probable
_'r_ changes will be in the hydrogen-to-carbon ratio, the percentage of aromatic compounds, _
Ii'_ the percentage of nitrogen :ompounds, and the fuel boiling range. The relationship of
!. these fuel property changes to potential propulsion-system problems is illustrated in ,
_ Figure i. A higher fuel boiling range will likely result in a less volatile, more vis- ._
;. anus fuel, which will affect both ignition characteristics and idle emissions, and a ._
'_ I higher freezing point, which will affect fh, pumpability and flowability of the fuel. 1
_ I_creascs in aromatic compounds will result in increased smoke and flame radiation and
;'° pOorer chemical stability. Increases in nitrogen compounus will result in increased
'1_, nitric oxide emissions and, auain, , poorer chemical stability. These potential problems
ijlP" " i impose some very severe constraints on the ability of conventional aircraft-engine tech-nology to accommodate fuels with variations in these properties. Several investigations ._
i" I 1 have been recently made or are currently under way to evaluate the effects of some of
_ L _ these property changes on conventional aircraft-engine technology (2-7). The principal "}
! _=')_:'"F'm"W problem areas that have been identified to date are primarily associated with the engine
....... _ombustor and turbine and with both the engine and the aircraft fuel system.
Although this paper describes potential problems and the ability of advanced tech- ._nOIogy to minimize or eliminate them, in the final analysis, the choice between estab-
lishing allowable variations in fuel properties and implementing 3dvanced propulsion- i'
system technology will be arrived at through an iterative process. Obviously, economies
• will play a key role, as will the availability of high-quality crude oil feedstocks. _*"{,
Therefore, the criteria by which to make an optimum trade-off between future fuel
specifications and advanced technoloqical needs must be established. This is the prin-
cipal objective of the Fuels Technology Program that is being conducted by the National
} Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and from which a large part of the informa-
/i " tlon presented in t_is paper was derived. Many other programs sponsored by both the
..... { _.S. Government and private industry are also under way, and they too have contributed
_4 • information to this paper.
• Several investigations conducted are summarized. Illustrations are used to describe
-\_ the relative effects of selected fuel _roperties on the behavior of propulsion-system
_omponents and fuel systems. The selected fuel properties are those that are most likely},
' _O be relaxed in future fuel specifications (i). Illustrations are also used to describe
,/ technological advanc,,s that may be needed in the future. Finally, the technological areas:': I needing the ,test sttenticn are described, and programs that are under way to address
• " these needs are briefly dxscussed.
i:.
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ENG,[ l',l1.: 1'E ld.'t ) l_._bM'JCI.: i
Potential lute1, fu,'l prol_,_rtie:_ will q_,norally affect engine performance by changing
:. specific [u,.L coe:;uml,! t_,n, i¢|nitJol% alia rel i,#ht limits, and exhaust emi:;sions. Each of
these factotll i:i d,_,t[t with :i_Jparately.
_1. Specific Fuel Consumption
i: In general the specific fuel consumption (SFC) characteristics of aircraft enginesi
I go through a cyclic deterioration with time (Fig. 2) : A short-term engine performancedeterioratit_n, or inerL.a:_e in SFC occux:_ dur±ng early operation within the fleet; iong-
_ I term engine performance deterioration z'_;modified in a cyclic manner by engine repair.
, The short-term deter[o*'atlon ordinarily results from changes in running clearances and
tolerances in what might be called the break-in period; it is not generally recoverable.
_4_- The long-term trend can t.e modified by engine repair; for the newer high-pressure-ratio
engines this generally means replacement or refurbishment of hot-section parts. Many !hot-section problems are caused by temperature maldistribution and by erosion and cor-
rosion. Without the repair of hot-section parts, the overall long-farm engine performance
deterioration woulu be n.uch greatur than that shown on Figure 2. Relaxed fuel specifica- I,_ tlons, especially in the percentage of aromatic compounds _nd trace species such as1 vanadium and sulphur, may conslderably ag_iravate long-term deterioration. The problems
< that may be caused by changes in aromatic content and trace species are described in more
Ii detail in the section ENGINE COMPONENT DUPABILITY AND M._£NTENANCE.
, ignition" and Relight Limits
The principal fuel properties that affect the ignition and relicht limits of an air-
craft engine are volatility and viscosity. Fuel volatility and viscosity affect the
atomization and vapori3ation characteristics of the fuel as it is sprayed into the com-
bustion chamber. !low these properties affect cor-.bu_tcr ignition characteristics is illus-
. trated in Figure 3 (taken from ref. 5), where time to start ls plotted as a function of
corcbustor primary-zone equivalence ratio for a JP4 fuel and a Jet A fuel. Two effects
are clearly shown In Figure 3: For a given fuel (e.c., JP-4), the time to start increases
dra_atically with decreasing equivalence ratio after a critical minimum is reached. This
is primarily due to the effect that reducing fuel-nozzle flow rate has on the atomization ;_
i_T_ quality of the fuel spray. The second effect relates to fuel volatility and viscosity.
...... Substituting a Jet A fuel for a JP-4 fuel, and thus varying volatility, made a higher
....$i primary-zone equivalence ratio necessary for successful ignition. The need to provide a
F zicher primary-zone equivalence ratio could make '_t difficult to obtain adequate ignition
,: limits for a fixed-geometry conventional cur.buster. Volatility and viscosity can also
affeot an engine's altitude reli_ht envelo[,e, as illustrated in Figure 4, for a modern _"; hlgh-bypass-ratio 3et engine combustor using cold and heated JP-5 fuel. Reducing fuel
I._ volatility and increaslng viscosity, as simulated by using the cold fuel, caused a notice-
_. able loss in altitude relight capability, especially at the higher flight Mach numbers. _."
'il Several techniques thac can be used to improve relight are described later in this paper. I_
_:. Exhaust Emissions ,,
' i'j_ _ _ The principal fuel properties that can affect angina exhaust emissions are volatility,
/. hydrogen .content, and fuel-bound-nitrogen content. These properties affect all four of
the principal exhaust emissions that have been designated as air pollutants and that are !_
I , currently being regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) ; carbon '
'_ monoxide, hydro_.arbons, nitrogen oxides, and smoke. 7!
Effects of hydrogen content. - Fuel hydrogen content can affect all four pollutant _"
I_ . emlssions. Very dramatic increases in ccmlaustor smoke number with decreasing fuel hydro- _.
. gee content have been obtained in experimental evaluations using conventional combustion _'_,
chal_bers from current-technology aircraft _mqines. An example of this effect, for a ]
<_'--/I.... _onventional can-type combustor, is illustrated in Figure 5 (taken from ref. 6). At a
1..... slmulated takeoff operating condition (Fig. 5(a)) the measured Society of Automotive
! Engineers (SAE) smoke nu_Ler Increased in a nearly linear manner as the percentage by
t ". weight of fuel hydrogen was reduced. The relative impact, as indicated by the slope of
_/ the experimental data, was more severe at the cruise and idle oper,,tinq conditions, as -.
} . shown in Figures 5(b) and (c), re:_pectiw_ly. For the engine that uses this combustor, an
i SAE smoke number of '25 is takeoff for with therequired
at compliance currently proposed
' U.S. EPA standards.
_,_Ii The carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydrocarbon (IIc) emissions of this same can
_i combustor o[,erat_ng at idle cr,nditlons a_,. plotted a::_a function of fuel hydreg,_n contentin Figure 6 (taken from r,.f. 6). Although a considerable amc_unt of scatter is evident, a• .
! trend of :ili,yhf.ly *ncr,'n:itn(l CO .rod lie ,.ii.t:;:;ionsI:; det,.ctab:,, with c|,,crea!_inq fuel hydro-
I gee content. Thi:, L,f!,.:,:l. ,.t ._u_,i h',',lr_,q,.n c:>t_lr.nr ,_i_ ¢',, .in(! {(' _,ml:_!._r;:; will |.e mt_st J
i'- prevalent at the i(lle r:,_ndttion, as _tlu::tr,tt_d *n F_qure 7 {laken lr_m rot. 5), wh_,t(_ the a_.
1 elnission ch,lractt!rluticu of a low-pre:,uur,e-ratlo engine comhu:_tor are plotted as a function
i'.- of the l,ercc.*it.:Ig,_of _:n,;tnc r.lted pow,!r f,or a varletS' cl fu_l type!;. Because the number
'}. 2 diesel fuel ([IF-2) ha:i .i tlignificantly lower hydro,l,,n c_mtent and low_,r volatility than '_
a
}:
• *23 _ ' ' ' ' ' 4L " ' ' v _.,t _,
4
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: the jet fuel:i, it pr,_,hl_+,':i hi,jJt<.l c.PPn,;!tJ(}n:}. Tht. l ar,l,,r r(+lativf, effect on emissions
at idh!, a_t c()ml_.tt(_d with th,, ,)th,,t +:|,,,toting c_,ndlt tt_n:_, i[i attrl|,tLt_'d t(] the much
lower comt,r,:_+.'_,r dL:;chtt,|,, lJl,':i!;lltC .tliil tt+m|,!l,ttlJl(! ,it: J,JJt,. '['he eft,,ct of fuel hydro--
gen contct, t on CI) ,llLd II1' e,*t:i:_ions, a:i lllu:,tr_iti'd tn thl:i _xa_iI,le, m,iy not be as uiqnifi- '_
oant in cu,[L.nt .tnd furtnc m,,d<!tn hi,lh-l*r,,.;:_uru-r._tto ,!mllnp_. The higher compressor
discharge [,tc.:i:_uzt_n and tcltx},ct+aturt,:, o£ tht,:Je t.ncJtllc:J :ih[,ult! r,,lnimlze this problem.
The effect of fuel hydrou,+'n cent, at on i,:¢idc_+_ of nitroqc:n (NOx) ,_misnions i:_ illus-
trated in ['igure 8 for the same can co_,:bust_)r u:;c,d to obtain the results shown in Fig-
ores 5 and 6. For thi+'} co.buster, the to x emis.'_lon index increa:;e was more pronounced _.
at the takeoff condition th,tn at the cruise conditAon. This increase in _Ox emissions
was attributed to a [_o+.;:Jibl_ increase £n combustion £1ame temperature that could have p
o_curred as the _tlel hyurooen contc:_t was decreased. An example of such an increase in
flame temperature is _llustratud in Figure 9, where a com[,utcd tnaximttm flame temperature
(based on a homogeneous fuel-air mix||.re) iu plotted as a function of fuel hydrogen con-
tent for the same cruise and takeoff test conditions used to obtain the experimental re-
sults shown in Figure B. These theoretical temperature characteristics indicate that a _'_ •
trend toward increasing NO x emissions with decreasing fuel hydrogen content should be ex- tl
_ected.
Of all of these effects of fuel hydrogen content on exhaust emissions, the dramatic
increases in smoke emission are felt to be the most severe and challenging problem•
i Effeots of fuel-bound-nitro+;en content. - Increasing fuel-bound-nitrogen _ontent is
expected to ha,-e an effect on!'/ on :;C.. emissions. This effect for a low-pressure-ratio
engine combustor is illustrated in Fiqure l0 (taken from ref. 7) for three simulated en-
gine operating conditions. The _'O emissions increas,_d substantially at all operating•+ x
co_dltions as fuel-bound-nitrogen content was increased. The magnitude of the increase in
He x e_issions would be even _:ore pronounced if all the nitrogen were converted into NOx, _,
but this was not the case, as shown in Ficure II. The conversion efficiency shown in Fiq-
I ure iI is quite typical and comparable wit:: many results currently icing obtained in other
• experiments• In some studies, however, conversion efficiency has en shown to be a func- _ ]
lion of variations in combustor configuration and opexating conditions. Conversion effi- #
e_enc_es _rom as high as 80 percent down to 40 or 50 percent have been realized L• +_
Tn these experiments, fuel hydrogen and fuel-bound-nitrogen contents were varied by
"doping" existing-specification fuels with such pure compounds as alky] benzenes and
pyridine. The range of h}'drogen and nitro_,en contents was purFosely _ade large in order
to evaluate the effects In a pararxetric _dnner. The lOwer and upper limits were not se_ '_.
to imply that any particular levels are e>:pected in future _uels. Also, bear in mind
that _nost of the results were obtainee in controlled combustor test-rig experiments and
thus may not be comparable to actual engine results. _:evertheless, the trends in exhaust _,.
elnlssions that were illustrated are felt to represent what can be expected if fuels having _,
properties siL,ilar to the test fuels are used.
ENGINE COMPONENT DURABILITY AND MAINTENANCE
Changes in future fuel characteristics will likely have a pronounced effect on engine
oomponent durability and _aintenance. The increasing flame temperature and luminosity
that can be expected as f,-el hydrogen content is reduced (i) can cause problems in cooling
oombustor liners and turbine vanes and blades. Changes in fuel volatilit_ and chemical
liability can be expected to increase carbon formation and deposition• And any increase
; An reactive trace constituents w_ll certainly agoravate the erosion and corrosion problems.
Ea=h of these changes are considered in the following discussion.
The effective cooling of co_bu, ..Jr liners is becoming more difficult because of the
i,+ _hang_ng engine cyclt, conditions ; asociated with high-pressure-ratio engines. The effect
Of increasing combustor inlet te ,F,erature on liner temperature is illustrated in Figure 12
,+ (taken from ref. 8). Tile (.ff,+.ct is almost linear and is probably caused by the increasing
cooling-air tcmperatur_ and the incrca:_Ln_ flame temperature that would occur at a fiwcd
prlmary-zone fuel-air ratio ,_s inlet air tcmDerature ts increase,l. Another factor t',at
oan increase flame tempt,rature and £1ar,_, ,,t,tinsivity i.+; c,:mbuutor prt.++_sure. The effect of
increasing combu_tor p_t,+';sur,_ on l:ner t(:m|,ur,iture in illustrdt,,d in |+'i,lure 13. Calculated
Liner temI)eraturuF+ ,ire .flue shown In both Figure:_ 12 dnt! 13 and, in g,_nt,rnl, they are in ['
reasonable agreemt, nt with |,_,th the '_ha}>e nnd trend of t:ht_ measured exl,erimental temverlture
+---_'_+---U+-\ and pressure effects, tl(_w_ver, th,: c,,Lcnlated ab_;ol,lt,, ]_ner wall tt,m;,,,rat'Are levels arc
too high [,rohabl'/ ec_u:_, t_a| tl,t._! _a,!iation cann_t b_, accurately tJort+,cast. The sensi-
_"t. tivity of liner wa]l l,I:,l,,,r,ttt|rc:_ tc tlum,, emis']ivJ';' (luminosity) i_ _;trorqly affecteti by I[ the hydroq_,n-to-c:_th,m r,ttto ,)l the: fuel (]). Thi:_ _,Lf¢,ct is Jllu_;trated xn Figure 14,
[.. where exuerimi!lltall Y _,,v;ur,,d Liner tl,r!|,_,rattlres .tit, pl,,lt_.d ,_!; a fun(-tlc,n of th<, hydro+|on '
+ content ifl tlt,. !tj.,l ,I::,+| _,+,+ t,'++tl;:,: t ,++,lh +h:mltl:;l,,! _1) |+ t,,.'++ +ltl._}] Ittd t,n,llnt, e+,q.i-,tflnq
Olil_m' conditions. The 5tel_t)i,r :+l<+p,.` t-)| tl%,, +,tly_X++xJ]l_dI tnt,t _t.,+,++.l-tatttrl-+t++it tilt+ c:[I/t+t$t}t:c,|%tt%t_(+n.%
<_--"il l_ggests that the ft,lml+, Lure|nazify t,tI,,,:t bt,,.oml!:+ m,)i,, I tl,nr)un+-+,+l nt thr, c.3ml,re .nor. di!J-
:lIllll_ _harge |+r+t:l+'_u1"es a:J:lociatt_d x+ltn th(+' clut:;¢, eo_ditlc)n. ']'h#, ,,fIt,_-t of c(,mbu!3tor prt, tisurf, on
_ lOOt fotmat+,on, dud hence flame lu_+Jn!_!;lty, JS ,te:l+'rl]+(!,! In d+,t,tl] /n reference+ 9.
!
+}.-.&:,.'.
++,,c9:_
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In summ,lry, ther(, art. _.ver.tl faetr_rs thief cr)uld offpet combu_;tor liner t_mp_.r,_tur_s L . e
in futuru a_rcraft t.i_qttu,_, tncru_x:;e_1 In cycle pre_l_lUt+, ratio that are kmINq sought to &
improve el_qJne e[fi(:i_ncy are cort.llnly q¢_inq re) re,quirt, ,u|diti(mal attention to the liner
cooling proh[um. It i_ also ._i,[)arel_tthat ruduct_ons 111 the hydrogun content of future i*
fuels will _urely aggravate dny pt,._blems a_aociat¢_d with liner CoDling.
Carbon Formation and Deposition
The combination of the inability to effectively atomize the fuel that is injected
into a combustion chamber and a reduction in fuel hydroge_ content can cause some rather
dramatic carbon formation and deposition problems, as illustrated in Figure 15. Figure 15 '
shows carbon deposition that occurred in an experimental annular combustor for a iow-
pressure-ratio engine. Carbon deposition this severe is not prevalent in today's high-
pressure-ratio engine_, llowever, carbon formation could once again become a problem if
fuel volatility and hydrogen content are significantly modified. The effect of both ,.
volatility and hydrogen-carbon ratio on carbon deposition is illustrated in Figure 16 [
(taken from ref. ii). The use of fuels with higher boiling ranges (e.g., diesel oil) and
lower hydrogen-carbon ratios (high:. aromatic content) would tend to increase carbon
deposition. Because these effects are pressure and temperature dependent, the hlgher
_y_le temperature of most modern hich-performance engines should reduce the probability
%hat carbon formation and deposition as dramatic as that shown in Figure 15 would occur
with the use of future fuels having low volatility and hydrogen content. However, some !i
of the new low-pressure-ratio small engines used in remote-piloted vehicles (RPV's) could
encounter rather serious problems when using fuels with relaxed volatility and hydrogen
_o_tent specifications.
i.
Carbon deposition and caking within fuel nozzles can cause problems in fuel atomiza-
_2
tion such as illustrated in Figure 17. The streaking effect that is shown in the spray
pattern is most likely caused by deposits in the small fuel-nozzle passages that occurred
due to thermal stability problems in the fuel. Poor fuel atomization can cause the carbon " :
formation and deposition problems that were previously discussed and can also result in
|ignificant hot-streak and pattern-factor problems within the combustor.
Erosion, Corrosion, and Deposition
There are three principal factors that can cause problems within the hot section of
an aircraft engine, particularly in the turbine: high combustion-exhaust-gas temperatures,
unburned combustion products, and impurities in both the fuel and the air. All these
factors can combine to produce an environmental attack on turbine materials (12), as shown
schematically in Figure 18. Impurities such as sodium, chlorides, and sulphur can result
in gaseous reactions, liquid deposition, and oxide fluxing, all of which can produce high-
temperat_a oxidation and corrosion damage. Damage from liquid and solid deposits and
fouling occurs because of calcium, potassium, and magnesium impurities within the fuel. _ ._F_
Erosion damage can occur from the impact of liquid or solid particles such as carbon, ash, _ 4
or dirt particles in the combustion gases.
The effect that the preceding damage forms can have on a turbine is illustrated
schematically in Figure 19. Weight loss from erosion is estimated to occur in a nearly
linear fashion with ti_ as would the weight gain from deposition (fouling). Corrosion is
the moat severe form of environmental attack, and long-term loss in specific weight be-
comes disastrous. All of the factors illustrated in Figure 19 affect turbine life.
Deposition and fou_ing can lessen the efficiency of turbine cool_ng by plugging film-cooling
holes, as shown h. Figure 20; and erosion and corrosion can cause material distress, as
_llustrated in Fk_ure 21.
By combining the aforementioned "impurity"-related turbine life factors with the
normal llfe-limiting factors of materials, a life-limiting picture of turbine components
such as the one illustrated in Figure 22 can be constructed. This schematic representa-
tJ.on illustrates how erosion and corrosion can drastically shorten turbine-component life
beyond that which would normally be controlled by fatigue, creep, and material melting 1
_e_peratures only. If the allowable limits of fuel impurities, such as sodiu_ and sulfur,
_ of the fuel hydrogen content ar_ relaxed in future fuels, the aforementioned effects
i_. may become significant problems.
t t(• E_GINE TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
i" The preceding sections of this paper describe several problems that may arise from
/ the relaxing of fuel specifications for aircraft engines. The technology that will be
i.._ needed to l_inimize Dr eliminate thc_;e problems is described in this section of the paper.
Some critical research and development needs have been identified_
Improved cooling techniques
_ " Reliable ignition ._nd reliqht
I Reduced exhdust eml_ilc)ns
'i: ," Improved fuel Inl,_ct. ru '-,
Prevention of uarb_n deposition _•_Improved matur_Is and coatings
" I
j .....
,. 4t_ - _ , a Z ....... . •
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"-_"-_""_' Although It iu not withi/i th_ ncrH_o of this paper to di_cus_ in detail the research _L"
_ and develolJment ncedn in all thcn_ a_ua_, technological advances currently being L
sought are pre_ented and dlscussud. _,
_ ;" Engine Performance _
A variety of techniques can be considered to minimize potential ignition and re-
1 light problems. Heating the fuel to reduce its viscosity can be effective in improving _.
fuel atomization. Primer or auxiliary fuel nozzles, designed for use during ignition
and relight only, can also i_prove fuel atomization at engine starting conditions. Torch ['<
ignitors have been very effective in many military applications for high-altitude re- i
llght. All these techniques will add a degree of complexity to the engine and its fuel 7
control. Therefore, simpler and more reliable techniques are surely going to be needed.
Several potential desiqn concepts can be used to control exhaust emissions, a prob- _.
lem that may be aggravated by relaxed fuel specificationst
Staged combustion
• Air-atomizing fuel in3ectors '"
• Intensive fuel-air mixing •
• Lean combustion
V Fuel-air premixing
Fuel prevaporization ";
In practice, a combination of many of these techniques could be used in any particular i:-
_._/. combu_tor concept. As an example, two recently evaluated advanced combustor concepts are _,_
shown by the cress-sectional schematics shown in Fiqure 23. Both the Vorbix and double-
_. annular combustion concepts, which were volved during the NASA Clean combustor Program '$
, (i_,14)_ incorporate fuel staging, air-atomizing fuel injectors, and lean combustion.
I The Vorbix com_ustor al_o uses intensive fuel-air mixing. Both combustor concepts sub- _
_' _ stantlally reduce all the gaseous exhaust emissions below the levels of the conventional _
engine combustors that they were designed to replace. The use of one stage (pilot) to :'_
_ reduce CO and HC emissions during idle and a second stage (main) to reduce these emissions "
during high-power operation proved to be very effective, as shown in Figure 24. Staged- [.i
. _ ooMbustor concepts such as these will be needed to minimize the impact of decreasing fuel
' hydrogen content or increasing fuel-bound-nitrogen content on aircraft engine exhaust
emissi ns. Both concepts have gon through successful experimental engine testing and
_'I are strong candidates for future energy-conservative and environmentally acceptable engines.
_"" I If more dramatic reductions in exhaust emissions are are required (e.g., NO x) comLining '
)" '-, techniques such as prevaporizing the fuel and premixing the fuel and air will allow com-
_i bustion to occur at extremely low fuel.-air ratios and thus ,.,ill dramatically reduce flametemperatures. Successful development of prevapcrizing-premixing techniques could provide
additional decreases in NOx emissions, such as those discussed in reference iS and shown
• _ A variety of minor combustor modiflcatiens can be used to reduce CO and HC emissions _
, without the major changes in combustor design shown in Figure 23. These modifications _
'_" |1 WOUld deal mainly with improving fuel atomization and the distribution of air and fuel in _,;_
." _, the primary zone. ..
Although most of the aforementioned concepts have been or are being evolved to re- !.2
spend to environmental problems wlth current-specification jet fuels, they can certainly
appl_ to future engines that would use relaxed-specification fuels. Therefore, continued ;'_"
'-_ exploration to define the capability of these concepts to control exhaust emissions from ,'_( i _!.. fue s with relaxed specifications is certainly going to be needed, i .
x:_ '_ t"_" Several potential design approache_ can improve component durability and reduce main ....
". tenenoe requirements:
L@an combustion techniques
, Advanced materials and coatings
" _i Advanced liner cooling techniques
Improved structures
• i_' Lean combustion can reduce the effect of fuel hydrogen content on flame luminosity and
i :" therefore reduce liner temperature, as shown in Figure 26. A maximum liner temperature
i over 200 ° C lower than that of conventional combustors was realized when the two combustor
_. concepts shown in Figure 23 were tested with a fuel havin_ a hydro_,en content of about
o'_ 12 1/2 percent by weight. Another feature of the lean-combustion apVroach that is indi-
Ii _ated by the results shown in Figuru 26 is that the liner temperature appears to be in-
_- _ensltive to fuel hydrogen content. This insensitivity would be a siqnificant advantage
/ in future engines because a rather flexlble fuel-hydrogen content specification could be
}' USed without compromJ_ing liner durability as affected by increasing _iner temperatures.{ .
_ : Thermal-barrier coatings also offer the potential for reducing liner temperatures. A
" _onventlonal can combustor w_th a thermal-barrier coating i_ shown in Figure 27 (taken
_.... _rom r@f. 16). A zirconia ceramic coating was applied to the liner inner wall. The com-
!
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'i" i bustor w.H; tq.!itf_d ovl,t a r,tr;q¢! cf colldlt;on:; _itmul,|ttl_q t.nqillO t.ikeoff ant| cruise; the
i: r_tiult.int efI_It't ,_i tire ct,/._r_t(: c¢_,|! tn,l l_ll lh.' g_,txJmklm l in(,l ti.: :,l.rattlF¢, is f;bow_ in
I Figure 28. :;_ql%_,c.ii%t /(,d_i,'tlon:i ii, m,LxHi,uln |In,,r t,'ml.(,r,ttur,, were ru.llizud ,It both
i th_ crui_e and t,k.,ofi condlt h_p_;. R,_*¢,,ttch ,rod d,,velopm_,nt of this and other advanced
i liner-cooling techniques, su_, ,H those uhown in i.'lqure 29, i_ certainly warranted°
i .
_ The eontinu_.d devL,]opmt'nt of all rht_ nfor,_mentioned approaches will surely be
i
i. needed to maintaH_ acceptable dulabillty ,u,d maintenance ch,lrac%erlstics of future
( engines using rolaxed-spceificati)n fuels.
Ii Erosion, Corrosion, and Deposition
t Solving the problems of erosion, corrosion, and deposition on engine hot-sectlon
[i life will require many of the desi,:n techniques already describe_. Red_clng combustor
potassium, and manganese must be ,_etively pursued. Corrosion-resistant materials are
being developed, and the use of coatings to protect the parent fetal is also being eval-
uated (17). One example o£ how materials and coatings can affe:t the impact of corrosion
on specific weight chanoe is shown in Figure 30. Continued exploration In thi_ area is i
I , certainly warranted, as well as the development of advanced turh_he blade and vane cooling !'
i schemes that are less susceptible to plugging by deposits.
5, Many of the aforementioned research and development needs are being addressed in the _.
t.[ _i NASA Fuels Technology Program, as well as in other U.S. Government and industry-sponsoredprograms. Presently, the main emphasis in the NASA program is :n evaluating combustion
" i and durability problems. However, because of the importance of all the problem areas dis-
'_ _ussed in this paper, problem definition and response to technological needs must be con-
! tinuously reviewed. A comprehensive data base will surely be needed if we are to optimize
• the trade-off between advanced technology development and fuel specification relaxation for
: future aircraft applications.
I AIRCRAFT ENGINE FUEL SYSTEMS
_ The fuel properties that are most likely to cause problems in aircraft engine fuel
systems are those that affect fuel thermal stability, flowability, and pumpability and i:
fuel-system material compatibility. These factors are principally affected by the fuel- i_
o.--._,!_'. bound-nitrogen and hydrogen content, freezing point, and aromat.= content of the fuel. :_
I Another factor of concern in fuel systems is the effect of fuel volatility on safety. ;"
!] Since the forecasted trend in future fuels is toward a less volatile fuel, rather than a I,:: _ore volatile fu l tha would present safety hazards, changes in potential s fety prob- "
I leme are not expected and therefore are not discussed in this paper, i.
Thermal Stability and Deposition i2
i'" _ncreasing fuel-bound-nitrogen content can result a thermally
in less stable fuel. A
I similar effect is also noted for reducing fuel hydrogen content. The use of fuel as a i_
" > L heat sink in most aircraft fuel systems results in a rise in fuel temperature. If the
-_ _ fuel temperature approaches or exceeds the "breakpoint" of the f_el, deposits may form inF
, the heat-exchanger passages and a loss in heat-transfer effectiveness can occur. (Fuel :;_breakpoint temperature is discussed in ref. I.) .In the extreme, these deposits can become {
I I severe enough to produce flow restrictions in the fuel passages_ thereby increaslng the i_
1 pressure drop. Fuel nozzles are also susceptible to this potential problem. One test that
t: iS commonly used to measure the thermal stability of the fuel i: the JFTOT technique 11).-'. All an example, a fuel that was derived from shale oil and refined to two different fuel-
_, ,il"--" ! be&tad-nitrogen content levels was exposed to this test and the results are shown in Fig-
'. _re 31. As illustrated, th_ deposits that were formed withln rye tube were much more so- _,
, _ were for the fuel with high fuel-bound-nitrogen content when bo_ fuels were heated to
i 1 Many factors are involved in the formation of fuel-system deposits. Several of the i 1i principal ones that have been identified are:
_ . I Fuel properties
i _ Englne-cycle pressure ratio
t _4 Flight duration
\o Fuel contamination
'i Surface material
._ Fuel oxygen content
Fuel additives
_ Even though fuel properties (i.e., fuel hydrogen and fuel-bound-nltrogen contents) is only
_---=-_I a one of the many fdctors involved, it is the one factor that will most likely be affectedby any relaxation of fuel specifications for future aircraft eneines.
]
I
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...... i.' Fuel P_,LJability an,| Fb)wabLl_ty
_:.
,,i At the fr_(_zo point, a fuel b,,Uis t:,, Pntor a s(,mi,olLd state, which can have an
:* adverse ,_ff,,ct e)n it_$ [,_ni_.l|*i]ith, ,,II,J[l¢,_.*bilit7. For example, a semisolid fu_,l can
--_'_ % severely block a ucleun fllt,_r, d:. llluu! rated in Figure 32. Any blockage of this mag-
nltude in an air:craft fur._[ :iy_item _-ould h,lv_. (Itu.i_$troun eon:h_quences, ilence, maintaining
_'i fuel temperatur, ....t., :,_te m,,rr,Jn .,bov(, _t_ fr_,ez,, I)nint is an absolute necessity.
Therefore, any luc*ca:_,uJ in fu_l freeze }_o_nt that could occur from relaxing the speclfi-
Many factors must be considered in evaluating the minimum allowable fuel-tank tem-
perature, such as flight routes, altitude, and duration and the initial fuel temperature.
The effect that fliqht routes can have on fuel temperature is illustrated in Figure 33,
where the a_erage of the recorded in-flight fuel temperatures of a large number of air-
= : craft is plotted as a function of the p_rcentaqe of flight time that the fuel was above
=i_i the minimum temperature recorded durlng the flight. The average fuel temperature data
for each of three different routes, as documented by the International Air Transport
Asset|at|an, are shown. The North Atlantic and North Pole routes had fuel temperatures
:_ below -30 C about 20 percent of the time, but the Europe-to-South-America route had fuel
temperatures below -30 ° C only about 2 percent of the time. An example of the calculated
effect of both flight duration and initial fuel temperature on the fuel temperature for a
long-range flight of 9300 km is illustrated in Figure 34. The procedures involved in this
_* " are re_erence 18. After about 6 hours of flight, the calculations
calculation described in
, indicate that fuel temperature would reach about -40o C regardless of the initial tem-
perature. This effect of initial fuel temperature could allo_" a higher-freeze-point fuel
to be used for short-duration flichts, but it would probably not provide any substantial
. _ i benefit on typical long-duration flights.
Since the "candidate" broad-specification fuel described in reference i has a freeze
, point of about -29 ° C, some form of fuel heating will probably be required to prevent fuel
p_apability and flowability problems in long-range aircraft using this fuel. A calculated
:. projection of the percent of flights that would require fuel hedting as a function of
season, flight duration (mission), and fuel freeze point is shown in Table I. The analysis
used to strive at the data shown in Table I is discussed in detail in reference 19.
Based on this analysis, the need for fuel-tank heating would be very minimal for the -29 ° C
freeze-point fuel, but increasing hhe freeze point to -19 ° C would require heating on all
flights at all times of the year. From these freeze-point considerations only, it would
app@ar that a fuel with a relaxed fuel-freeze-point specification of -29 ° C (current value,
_mm -40 ° C) may be acceptable for aircraft use if fuel heating can be provided for selected
I_" flights.
i_ Material Compatibility1
! One concern in aircraft fuel-system materials that could be affected by relaxing
i7 fuel specifications is the impact that increasing aromatic content may have on the
_..h" elasticity of elastomer compound and sealants. This effect is shown in Figure 35. For
. an exposure time of 4 hours, the elasticity ratio fc/f0 of a butadiene acrylonitrile
_'. E_bber elastomer decreased from about 0.7 to 0.15 when the aromatic content of the fuel
'_ that it was immersed in was increased from 20 to 60 percent. The elasticity ratio fc/f0
i" is described in reference 19 where f_ i3 de_ined as the measured stress relaxation after
I exposure and f0 before exposure. The loss in elasticity shown in Figure 35(a) may affect
I., the ability of this elastomer material to be effective in applications such O-ring seals.
_:_.. _....,_ A similar, although not quite as pronounced, effect is shown in Figure 35(b) for a typical
sealant material. It should be noted here that many elastomer compounds can be and are
tailored to specific fu_l properties so that these affects would be minimized for a given
fuel in a g_ven application. However, for aircraft fuel systems that must operate with
fuels having a wide range in aromatic content, the material compatibility problems illus-
trated could become significant.
AIRCRAFT FUEL-SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
The preceding section describes some of the fuel-system problems that can b_ antici-
pated from the relaxing of fuel specifications. The technologies that must be developed
tO minimize or eliminate these problems are discussed in this section. Some of the criti-
_&l fuel-system areas where continued research and technology efforts are needed are:
Fuel-tank heating
I, Fuel manifold and fuel injection fouling
_Isstometers and sealants
),j Ground handlingL Although the need to improve ground handllng techniques for storing and loading higher-
. freeze-point fuels is recognized, it is not discussed in this paper because we are p/In|c|-
pslly addressing potential propulsion-system problems. The effects of fuel
properties on
fuel manifold and injector fouling and on elastemet,_rs and sealants still needs consider-
&ble evaluation before the technological needs can be clearly defined and pursued. There-
_. fore, we will concentrate on those advanc,_u £n technology th_t are needed to solve the fuel
p_Inpability and flowab_lity problems that could occur when using fuels with freeze points
higher than those currently specified.
"_--- , --.-_--JS___- _ , , . ,
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The cale_l,l_,.d ,,il.._:t ¢_f futq-t.:lnk heihtln(l ¢,n fu_l tt.m|mraturl, as a functlon of ,_
_. flight time f(_r ,i ty|:ic,lI [ollq--r.lllq,., wld¢,-.l}_ldll.d i,'t ,llreraft i_| shown in Figure 36 '
i (t'ken fr(_m r(,f. i9). q_o levels of conFtmlt hi.at input to t tl _ _l _ I ! 1 W _ r _ U fl l} ( ] I n [ h a _
i comput.ltioil. For the tmtirt_ 9300-km mi_t_iton, a hr.at input of 3700 kJ/min per fuel tank
I Ii %auld ba needed to Ill.llllt_lin lh¢! ['.1,!1 t.,r,,peratur_, above a freeze point of -29 ° C, slid
I! 6500 kJ/lllitl I+er [th:i (.llik would b+.' n..l:<h:d t:c, ,l+tJhtilin thp ftlel temperature above -18 ° C
freeze point. };_ncL, tile fuel t4.11_per,lturo_;t.iy:i,ibove till?-29 ° C freexe point during the
_irat several |iouta _,I the mi:miun, n_ fu_.l h¢.atin,l would be needed during this portion
of the mission foi a fuel having th_; relaxed fr,,f_z_-point speclfieatton. Therefore,
_ from an economic _tandpoint, it would :;eem rea_;o_ablu to consider the use of selective i;,I
heating a_ required rather than tile continuous heating that was used to calculate thech racteristics shown in Figure 36. The effectiveness of this approach is i lustrated
in Figure 37, where calculated fuel temperatures are plotted as a function of flight time
for a 9300-km ,.lesion of a typical wide-bodied jet aircraft. The calculated character-
istlcs shown for tile various tank locations also indicate that it would probably not be
necessary to apply heat during the early portion of the flight. Using selective fuel-
tank heating would certainly reduce the total heat input needed to heat the fuel during
the entire mission.
Another teehnlque that could be used to reduce the total heat input needed for a mis-
sion would be to insulate the fuel tanks. An example of how tank insulation thickness
could reduce heat input is shown in Figure 38 for a 9300-km mission of a typical wide-
bodied jet el:craft. Increasing tank insulation from zero (value assumed in the Fig. 36
_alculations) to a 2.5-cm thickness would result in a factor-of-4 reduction in the heat
input needed to mazntain the fuel above -29 o C. The application of this much insulation
would produce an aircrafU weight penalty that would have to be compared with the savings
in heat input before such a technique could be considered.
All.example of aircraft heat sources that could be used to provide the needed heat in-
put to the fuel tank is illustrated in Figure 39. The use of the cabin air-conditioning
,<. "and lubricating-oil heat exchangers would require minor modifications to the aircraft and
fuel system ana could be implemented with a relatively low risk. The use of fuel boost-
_ump recireulation and an engine-driven electric heat exchanger would probably require
minor-to-moderate _odifications. The use of compressor air bleed would require moderate
modlfieations and developmental risks. And the use of a tailpipe heat exchanger would
require the most difficult and highest risk modifications. The calculated increases in
aircraft weight for a typical wide-bodied jet aircraft and the resultant fuel p_nalties
associated with using these fuel heat sources are given in Table If. In the minor-to-
,' | moderate class of modification, the lubrzcating-oil heat exchanger and the engine-driven
}_ , electric heater a_pear to represent a reasonable approach from a combined heat input andi _ _uel penalty consideration. Neither the air-conditioning-system heat exchanger nor fuelI
I: I boost-pump recircuiatlon would provide a satisfactory heat input rate (Fig. 37). Com-
pressor air bleed would result in a very high fuel penalty. And the tailpipe heat ex-
_ -_i:'I" changer would have a very high _evelopment risk, which certainly reduces its attrac rive-
nasa even though its successful application would result in the lowest fuel penalty for a
_" given r_ _uired heat input rate (e.g., 6500 kJ/min).
!=.
ii__il Although research into all these heat-input techniques should and will be continued,
_'_"_"' %he results of the present studies indicate that the engine-driven electric heater may
_, offer a reasonable trade-off between heat input rate and fuel penalty. This technique
I ' { may also have an additional advantage over the others because auxiliary ground power could
_''m _rl'" _ used for tank heating while the aircraft is on the ground with the engines off. This
_ollld be important for operations in extremely cold climates. The very large fuel penalty
associated with the weight of effective tank insulation certainly minimizes the attractive-
jm_ hess of this approach. Although these results were based on calculations and experimental
vezlfication is still needed, they do help to focus the research and development needed
_o pzoviSe the technology that will allow fuel freeze-point specifications to be relaxed.
_o I__
',--' _ONCLUDING REMARKS
_i,'_ _- The objective of this paper was not to discuss or debate the advisability of using te-
l Sexed fuel specifications for future aircraft applications. Rather, the intent was to
i • _olnt out and discuss _ome of _he problems that could arise if these fuels must be used
_ and to illustrate the advances in engine and fuel-system technology that may be needed
, _ these fuels t: be acceptable in future aircraft. In this context, then, it has been
i stated that the principal fuel propettzes of concern are those related to increased
aromatic compeunds (lower fuel hydrogen content), increased fuel-hound-nitrogen compounds, I
I higher boiling points (reduce volatility), and higher freeze points. All these properties
ere associated with the rel,lx_t_on in fuel specifications that may be needed to provide a
'_ _' Jl larger supply of petroleum-derived jet aircraft fu_ls and to reduce the degree of refining
_llII_ _ needed to convert oii-sh_Ic- and coal-derived crude oils into acceptable jet aircraft fuels
{i" An the future. In addition to these fuel properties, increases _n such trace constituents
' - I as vanadium and potassium may also be of concern. Techniques such as fuel l,eating may
° I I also be important,
_ '" I Potential adverse fuel property effects on engine Derformance ,,re related to probable _ I
_ _hanges in ignition and relight li_[t_1 a_d in exh.lm;t-gas emission levels. Counteracting
_ -'.
_=.! both of these ef[_cts will re,!uire ,'1<ivancod cembustor technology such as improved or
auxiliary fuel atomzzers, hette_ fuel-air distribution, and m_xlng and lean combustion
{
F
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": techllLqti¢._i. COulltvr.tcf lilq pt,,lll,,nlll ,l,lat,.d to t.,_4_,llll_nt dtlr,tb|l[ty _nll miltn_onan('¢, will
'_ ret_Ri[e :illCJl ,t,Jv.tn,'od l;,.,:hll{llt)q_ _ .1:[ inli_l-,}%,l._| ful. 1 ,lt(,m[aor_l, |i.ll_ ('omllll!ltl(ln ll_Chnllltl,.S ,
the[_hll-J)dttl¢,l C('.lt Ill,{:*, ,tll,{ nc'w m,tt,.l 1,1i_;. _;(llt'tll,J I,t(d)h'm_; lit alr{.raft fut, t uyutem_
will rellutr¢, llll'l-tdllg JlJ'*tttll_J l.l'l']lllt,|ll,'_$ ,11_,| "( .11[()I'(4J" I_l.l:iL()l:lt, ter mllEi.ri;llfl, l:Vell
i." th0u_h ptl'llMilLLt}' ;'V.llll,II il,ll_i _l[ :;,'Vl'I,II *,I lh":;" Ll.chllt>l=_,ll,',ll a,Ivanc¢.fl h,tv,, bi.,,n on-i
} COUrafJil_q, Ct)ll:i{{Jl.t,l},ll, l,'!;¢',ttcb ,llId d,'v(.l(_l,lnl.lll ill st_ll nld_dl,(l If) m,lkl} lJlt.m ilecr, ptable
'g in preilu(_ti()[i ,'ll,llllq''; ,lll, I .tllcr.tl't IUCi :;%'!_t,'m_l. I'urEhplm{_r,_, the ,tl)llily t,i COlm with
I_ l)lol)b'm:;, ,1_ I?_lll_;_?tl 1,_ V, llitltlOllg in _hl.[Hl/ll nt,lb/.1tt.y ,Illd byseveral ()_hl'I t ho;_o
• _raoe COll_t_tUl_llt_I_ hdb not l.{,t'n d|!_lt)n tr.lt¢4| {,,) ,'v('_ ,ill ,iccopt.tblc expezi_li!nLal l(.w,1
\t at the prose.hE time.. '['h,., f.l,'tors Ell.it C(}llkri|}tlte t(_ v.tri.ltLons in th_.rmal and ch(.mical
r Itability are not well understoo(I and much mor_. r,._;,.,trchI:_ n_,_'ded. Turbine erosi,m and
corrosion problems may be somewhat reli,,ved by using coat*n_g, but considerable rnsearch
i" is needed to [ully understand all the factors that contribute to these problems
Escause of the many unknowns that must still be explored and explained through re-
search and development efforts, it Is apparent that these efforts should proceed at an
orderly and timely pace. Although it is unlikely that aircraft will have to operate
with the wide wlriation in tuel properties discussed in this paper, a sound and complete
technological data base must be developed as soon as possible if the aircraft industry is
to have any impact on setting acceptable variations in the specifications of future air-
Craft fuels. It is none too soon to start developing this data base since trade-ells will
have to be made to determine the optimum choice between the cost and difficulty of develop-
Ing advanced engine and fuel-system technology and the economic advantages to be gained by
reducing the degree of r,afining needed to produce current-specification fuels from projected
future fuel feedstocks.
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TABLE Z. - UTILIZATION OF IIEATING _YSTEMS (FROM REF. 19)
Mission langth, Winter months Suffunarmonths
km .....
-19 ° C fuel -29 ° C fuel -19 ° C fuel -29 ° C fuel
Flights predicted to use fuel heating systems,
percent of total
3700 53 0 45 0
5600 59 .i 50 |
9100 73 5.3 59
Combined utilisation 62 1.8 52
i_ TABLE II. - COMPARISON OF POSSIBLE FUEL HEAT SOURCES
Maximum heating Weight Fuel
rate per tank, increase, penalty,
kJ/min kg percent
Air conditioning system 2200 140 0
Lubrlcating-oil heat exchanger 4500 140 ~.4
Fuel boost-pump recirculation 2100 140 ".4
Compressor air bleed 6500 300 3.9
Engine-drive electric heater 6500 450 .5
Tail-pipe heat exchanger 6500 250 .i
Insulation - 2.5 cm thick .... 5900 14.6
Equivalent heating by combustion 6500 .... .4
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Figure24. - Emissionreductioncapabilityof selectedadvanced-technology
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